Abstract. The mixed raster content (MRC) document-compression standard (ITU T.44) specifies a multilayer representation of a document image. The model is very efficient for representing sharp text and graphics over a background. However, its binary selection layer compromises the representation of scanned data and soft edges. Typical segmentation algorithms that split up the document into layers tend to lift letter colors to the foreground, so that soft edge transitions may not fully belong either to the foreground or background layers, causing "halos" around objects that impair compression performance. We present a method that sharpens the document before compression and softens its edges after MRC-based reconstruction. It builds an edge-sharpening map and estimates the original edge softness at the encoder. The generated map and softness parameters are then used to reconstruct the original soft edges at the decoder. An MRC encoding and decoding scheme based on H.264/AVC and JBIG2 has been used. Experimental results show that, for lower bit rates, the proposed pre-/postprocessing method can improve both subjective and objective compression performance over regular MRC.
Introduction
Digital documents are basically represented in two forms: vectorial or raster. 1 It is not much of a challenge to compress vectorized documents because each object can be compressed individually and the whole file can be compressed losslessly. The real challenge is to compress rasterized documents.
The mixed raster content (MRC) imaging model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] has been proposed as a multilayer representation of a document. The basic three-layer MRC model represents a color image as two color image layers [foreground (FG) and background (BG)] and a binary image layer [mask (M)]. The mask layer describes how to reconstruct the final image from the FG/BG layers (i.e., to use the corresponding pixel from the FG or BG layers when the mask pixel is 0 or 1, respectively, in that position). An illustration of the imaging model is shown in Fig. 1 . Because the original single-plane image is represented using multiple layers, each layer can be processed and compressed using different algorithms. Foreground and background processing operations may include resolution change Paper 11068R received Apr. 17, 2011 ; revised manuscript received Aug. 24, 2011 ; accepted for publication Sep. 8, 2011 ; published online Nov. 8, 2011. 1017-9909/2011/20(4)/043005/10/$25.00 C 2011 SPIE and IS&T and data-filling procedures. The compression algorithm used for a given layer would be matched to the layer's content, 4, 5 allowing for improved compression while reducing distortion visibility. MRC has been proposed and/or accepted for several standards, [6] [7] [8] [9] as well as used in several products. [10] [11] [12] [13] The MRC model is very efficient for representing sharp text and graphics over a background. However, because the mask layer is binary, it is difficult to deal with scanned data and soft edges. The main contribution of this paper is to propose pre-and postprocessing techniques that modifiy MRC to deal with soft scanned document edges. We also suggest the use of H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding), [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] operating in INTRA mode to encode foreground and background layers, and JBIG2 (Ref. 21 ) to encode the binary mask. JBIG2 is an international standard for lossy and lossless compression of bilevel images developed by the Joint Bi-level Image Experts Group (JBIG). It has been shown that JBIG2 may outperform JBIG1 by at least a factor of 2. 22 Regarding H.264/AVC, it is a video-compression standard and was not originally conceived to be applied as a still-image compression tool. Nevertheless, the many coding advances brought into H.264/AVC not only set a new benchmark for video compression, but they also make it a formidable compressor for still images. [23] [24] [25] [26] If we set our H.264/AVC implementation to work on a sole INTRA frame, then it behaves as a still-image compressor. We refer to this coder as AVC-I (or AVC-INTRA). In many cases, AVC-I outperforms previous state-of-art coders, such as JPEG2000. [27] [28] [29] AVC outperformed JPEG-2000 in all tests in this paper, so that results for the latter are omitted. Because layer decomposition is not the main focus of this paper, we used a block-thresholding segmentation algorithm in our tests for convenience. all the background in the BG plane. An illustration is shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2(a) , there is a zoom of a small portion of text. One would typically classify the FG and BG regions as in Fig. 2(b) because it occurs inside the "useful" region, we cannot do much in this regard using only data-filling techniques. Figure 3 describes the complete scheme in which our solution is inserted. First, the original document X is input to a preprocessor that outputs a three-layer representation of the document Y . The preprocessor also constructs an edge sharpening map and estimates the original edge softness, both considered as side information. The layers are then MRC encoded, generating the encoded document. At the decoder, the encoded version of the document is decoded by the MRC decoder, resulting in Y , a reconstructed version of MRC layers, which, together with the side information, is used by the postprocessor to assemble the reconstructed soft edge version X of the document. This is an alternative to Ref. 32 in dealing with scanned data within MRC. There, they used dithering. Here, we rely on pre-/postprocessing.
Edge Sharpening and Softening
The halo cannot be removed with data filling, and we are forced to change the data. In effect, forcefully removing the halo is equivalent to changing the original image itself to make transitions sharper. We cannot assume that all image edges can cause the problem nor that all mask transitions are subject to cause halo in scanned material. The effect occurs when transition in the mask coincides with the edges of the image. This means that a sharp mask transition is used to model a soft image transition, thus causing the unwanted spikes. Hence, the first step is to estimate where the halo will possibly occur. Our approach is to find transitions by applying the Sobel operator 33 to the mask. The resulting transitions are morphologically dilated by a (d×d)-pixel structured element in order to mark a neighborhood. The image pixels that coincide with the dilated mask transitions are marked as possible processing targets. Let E be the set of pixel locations composing this region. The next step is to find pixels that are supposed to cause the halo effect. Let F and B represent the pixel positions where the mask indicates FG or BG, respectively. We compute averages as follows:
where x(i, j) represents the original image.
We mark any pixel in the candidate region whose gray level is far apart from its layer average, i.e.,
where is a tolerance value. Next, we find the pixels marked by C BG whose values are less than (m FG + ). These pixels are transferred to FG layer. On the other hand, pixels marked by C FG whose values are greater than (m BG − ) are transferred to the BG layer. These transferred pixels will be left untouched, since they now belong to general BG/FG. The mask M, C FG , and C BG are updated to accommodate this pixel transfer, illustrated in Fig. 4 .
For the image in Fig. 5(a) , and for = 16 (out of 256 gray levels), the mask M, the candidate region for processing E, and the map of the pixels to be changed (i.e., C = C FG ∪ C BG ) are shown in Figs. 5(b)-5(d), respectively. In order to clean up the edge spots, we replace the values of the pixels in C FG by m FG and the values of the pixels in C BG by m BG . The result is shown in Fig. 6 , where we can note how sharp the transitions are. This process is not the same as sharpening the image. Only regions that might be affected by the halo are processed. General FG/BG is left untouched.
If one can send as side information the map C, then we can blur only the pixels that belong to this map. The result is an image such as the one shown in Fig. 7 , which was reconstructed using an h×h Gaussian filter with standard deviation σ (h = 15 and σ = 1.0, in this example). Note how only the edges that were preprocessed were softened again. In general, the image is not blurred. Because C is also a binary mask, it can be encoded using JBIG2. Skiping the postprocessing procedure may also be an alternative, because sharpened documents may lead to increased text readability and, thus, to better subjective quality. Figure 8 shows FG/BG planes before and after halo processing and data-filling procedures. Note how the preprocessing improved the quality of the FG/BG planes. Datafilling is explained in the Appendix.
Estimation of Pre-and Postprocessing
Parameters Because the edges are sharpened to accommodate the mask, in order to reconstruct soft edges, we have to somehow estimate the transition of the image edges. 34 The quest is to estimate the best values of parameters , h, and σ in a ratedistortion sense. For this, we determine the solution by minimizing the following cost function: where λ is a weighting factor, D is the distortion incurred by the preprocessing, MRC encoding/decoding, and postprocessing algorithms, and is defined as
where x(i, j) andx(i, j) represent the original and reconstructed document, respectively. R is the bit rate for compressing the document and is defined as
where R FG , R BG , R M , and R C are the rates for compressing FG, BG, M, and C, respectively. The algorithm that determines the best values for preprocessing parameters, , h, and σ , is described as follows:
do Generate map C using ; 5.
Sharpen the edges using C;
6.
Run data-filling algorithm; 7.
MRC encode/decode FG, BG, and M; 8.
Encode C; 9.
Filter edges using a Gaussian filter with parameters (h 0 , σ 0 ); 10.
Calculate and store cost J ( , h 0 , σ 0 ); 11. Find that results in the minimum cost J and make it best ; 12. Generate map C best using best ; 13. Sharpen the edges using C best ; 14. Run data-filling algorithm; 15. MRC encode/decode FG, BG, and M; 16. Encode C best ; 17. for h ← h 0 to h i 18.
do for σ ← σ 0 to σ j 19.
do Filter edges using a Gaussian filter with parameters (h, σ ); 20.
Calculate distortion D; 21. Find (h, σ ) pair that minimizes D and make it (h best , σ best ).
Because FG and BG are encoded using AVC-I, a design quantizer parameter, QP D , must be set for the MRC encoder in steps 7 and 15. The H.264/AVC quantizer parameter, QP, may vary from 0 to 51. Because we are interested in very low bit rates, a high QP D (> 30) is suggested.
MRC imaging model also allows resolution change of FG/BG layers. Resize factors, S, of 1, 1/2, and 1/4 are used. The performance of the codec was evaluated for those values, as described by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2
1. for S← 1, 1/2, and 1/4 2. do for QP ← QP 0 To QP k 3.
do Generate rate-distortion points (R, D); 4. Sort (R, D) points along R, in ascending order; 5. N ← number of (R,D) points; 6.
Because the main goal of the proposed method is to improve MRC rate-distortion performance, we have not addressed the problem of modeling the print/scan channel and, therefore, Algorithms 1 and 2 are used for each image separately.
In a simplified complexity analysis, we may consider that Algorithm 1 is dominated by the "MRC encode" operation (steps 7 and 15). H.264, used for foreground and background encoding, is far more complex than JBIG2 encoding, H.264 decoding, and image filtering operations. It is known that most of H.264 encoding complexity is due to the intra-/interprediction and rate-distortion optimization algorithms. A normal MRC scheme is implemented by one single MRC encode operation. As for Algorithm 1, step 7 suggests that if we have N e values of , the MRC encode operation will execute N e times. In step 15, this operation is executed once more. We conclude that our scheme is N e + 1 times more complex than a regular MRC encoder. In our tests, we used = {16, 28, 40, 52, 64}, which leads to six times the complexity of normal approach. If we now consider Algorithm 2, with N f different scale factors S and N q different QP values, the complexity increases to N e + N f ×N q + 1 times the complexity of regular MRC, due to step 3. In our experiments, we used 
Results
Images used in our tests are shown in Fig. 9 . They were all captured with the same device. Parameters are piched from The comparison was carried among three coders: (i) single-layer MRC, i.e. encoding the whole image with AVC-I; (ii) three-layer MRC, where the FG and BG layers are encoded with AVC-I while the mask is encoded with JBIG-2; and (iii) same as (ii) with pre-and postprocessing, (i.e., the proposed coder). Different rate-distortion points are obtained by varying the value of AVC-I's QP used to encode either the FG/BG or the single layer. The proposed MRC model typically outperforms MRC without pre-/postprocessing and single-layer MRC at lower bit rates, both subjectively and objectively. Figure 10 shows a zoomed part of a document in Fig. 9 , comparing the compression using single and three-layer MRC. Results for the proposed MRC model indicate superior subjective quality. Objective results for text imagery are presented in Fig. 11 , comparing the three coder approaches. The proposed MRC model outperforms MRC without pre-/postprocessing and single-layer MRC at lower bitrates. However, there is only a short interval wherein there are gains using the proposed scheme. This occurs because the method is bounded in peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) due to the edge sharpening/softening procedure. Also, the achieved bit rate has a lower bound because of the number of bits needed to encode C and M losslessly.
For more complex documents, such as the one shown in Fig. 12(a) , with large scanned pictorial content, performance improvements over single-layer MRC are not observed, as demonstrated in Fig. 12(b) . Nevertheless, pre-and postprocessing improved the performance of the three-layer MRC coder. Presumably, a better segmentor could more efficiently split up the image into layers and contribute to rate-distortion improvements. Segmentation, however, is not the focus of this paper and can be addressed as a future work. Futhermore, segmentation may take more than compression into account. For example, depending on the application, one might want to make the mask readable by itself.
It is also important to notice that although the value of varied from 28 to 52 and σ varied from 0.8 to 1.3, depending on the image, the algorithm selected the filter size as 11 in all cases. This suggests that some optimized parameters may be derived from the scanning conditions. If this is proven to be true, then one could significantly speed up the proposed scheme.
Conclusions
We have developed methods to counter balance the effects of soft edges in MRC compression of scanned documents. A method to sharpen only the edges that might cause the halo effect was presented. We have also developed an algorithm to estimate, at the encoder, the original edge softness of the image using Gaussian filters and generate a halo location map optimized in a rate-distortion sense. The filter parameters and the map are used to reconstruct soft edges at the decoder. A MRC encoding and decoding scheme based on H.264/AVC-INTRA and JBIG2 has been used, and we have shown performance improvements for lower bit rates.
In some situations, MRC is outperformed by single-layer MRC. One such a scenario is to encode scanned documents with large pictorial content. Nevertheless, the decision to use MRC may not be based on objective rate-distortion analysis, but rather on the functionality provided by MRC and on its subjective quality at very low bit rates. Features such as increased text readability, optical character recognition of text, and easier content selection might be decisive factors. In any case, pre-/postprocessing procedures described here will certainly improve the objective quality of the MRC coder operating on scanned documents.
Although the proposed method is meant to deliver a reconstructed image that should be as similar as possible to the original scanned one, in some particular applications the postprocessing procedure may be turned off. Subjectively, sharpened (preprocessed only) documents may present better quality than resoftened (postprocessed) ones. Hence, the decoder might chose between softening or not the text. Encoding may also be operated applying only preprocessing, ignoring postprocessing, and not transmitting C. Furthermore, regular MRC decoders would ignore the C map and decode the sharper version.
The proposed approach improves the reconstruction fidelity in the MRC compression of scanned documents. In effect, our results have shown that the method enables competitive MRC compression of soft-edge document images.
Finally, the proposed MRC modifications have three problems that must be addressed in future works. First, it is much more computationally expensive than other MRC implementations, mainly because of the multiple MRC encode steps. This might not be a problem only if the document is compressed once and stored in a repository for multiple decoding. However, the hypothesis that optimized parameters may be used for a set of data captured with the same device is very reasonable and may be investigated. Furthermore, defining a set of profiles for specific scanning conditions could speed up the proposed method. Second, we understand that more conclusive subjective tests must be carried. Our results point to a possible subjective improvement, which may be further studied through a more comprehensive evaluation protocol. And, third, we did not investigate the use of better image segmentors, which could yield better rate-distortion performance.
Appendix: Data Filling
Once the image is segmented, there will be "don't care" regions on BG and FG layers (i.e., pixels assigned to the BG are marked as "don't care" on the FG and vice versa). These pixels can be replaced by anything to enhance compression, as illustrated in Fig. 13 . The problem of data filling over the redundant data has been studied. 1, 30, 31 This paper uses an iterative wavelet-based plane filling, 35 which we describe next.
Let I 0 be the starting FG plane with "don't care" pixels replaced by m FG , which is the FG average calculated using Eq. (1). Also, letĨ n be the compressed and decompressed version of I n using a given coder at a target bit rate. If we plan to use a wavelet coder, thenĨ n can be approximated as:
where W denotes the wavelet transform, round(.) is a rounding operator, and Q is a step size to quantize the wavelet coefficients. It is expected to use quite large Q numbers, such as those that would yield very high compression ratios. Then, for n = 0 until n = ν, where ν limits the number of cycles to a maximum, we compute
We stop the loop either after ν cycles or when
where ξ is some tolerance number (i.e., it stops when the filling in the "don't care" region converges). The same process applies to the BG plane, replacing foreground by background notation and vice versa.
